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INTRODUCTION

Firstly, I would like to thank you for purchasing this course. There's a very small percentage of
the population who even think about making money for themselves let alone invest a little bit
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of money in order to achieve financial freedom. So give yourself a pat on the back because
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you're already ahead of the pack and definitely headed in the right direction!

This course was put together so that anyone could pick it up, read it, apply the information,
and then receive results. But the most important step there is applying the information.
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Knowledge without application will not get you the results you want so it is vitally important

F

that you actually do what is suggested in this course.
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Also, as with getting good with anything in life, persistence is key. The only people who fail are
the ones who give up. So with that in mind if you just consistently put in the effort prescribed
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in this course you will most definitely receive your desired results whatever those may be.

Thankfully for you, I have done all of the testing for you and have therefore taken out all of the
guess work and have been able to lay out clear, precise, action steps for you to take in order for
you to start making money.

SO WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT ANYWAYS?
So by now you must be wondering what this course is all about. Well, I'm glad you asked. The

system we're going to be using to generate all of this income is called Teespring.

Teespring is basically Kickstarter but for T-shirts. What does this mean? Well basically, when
you join Teespring you will be able to create a basic design using their system on their site or
any image editing software like Photoshop and then upload your design or as a third option
you can use a site called www.pixlr.com which is basically a free online Photoshop and then
you will be able to launch a t-shirt campaign using that design and you will receive around
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$10-12 for every single t-shirt you sell.

There is no cost on your end and Teespring does all of the shipping and manufacturing of
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everything for you. You simply sell the t-shirts and get paid.

As you may already be beginning to imagine, this is a lot easier to make money with than let's
say CPA or PPD because you're actually promoting physical products that people love to
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purchase anyways as opposed to promoting gimmicky surveys that no one wants to complete.
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So now that you have a basic concept of the system we're going to be using to generate
income, let me continue to show you step by step how we're actually going to do that and
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maximize our profits using this system.

THE FIRST STEP

The first step of course is to register to the website. So go ahead and navigate to
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www.teespring.com and let's begin the quick sign up process!

After clicking either of those areas the next page that will load will be the page where you will

F

about what designs to create and why.
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create your design and that's actually a good place to transition into the next section which is
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WHAT DESIGNS TO CREATE AND WHY?
So in regards to selling t-shirts the design is obviously one of the most important pieces to
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consider. So to help you understand buyer psychology, and the best t-shirt designs to create,
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listed below is a guideline of some of the things you want to focus on to maximize sales.
1. Is there passion? (Examples: Gun rights activists, other political niches, religions,
basically anything that creates controversy or gets people taking sides etc.)
2. Sports fans (NBA, MLB, NFL, NHL, college teams)
3. Military (Marines, army, navy, air force etc.)
You want to basically think about things that people would be proud to wear on a t-shirt and
you want the design to appeal to very specific groups of people.
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Here are some examples of campaigns that did really well:
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So this is an angle that targeted women in California who like the Dallas football team and
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sold 27 shirts. Later in the course I will show you how to specifically target these people.
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A little hard to read from here, but this one targeted gun rights activists and said “I keep a gun
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because I'm too young to die and too old to take an ass whoopin” and sold 87 shirts.
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This one was a pretty basic design which targeted Christians and sold 139 shirts.
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So by now you should start to be getting a grasp on the type of t-shirts you want to be creating.
It's also good to mention that the fewer the colors the better as it will cost Teespring less
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money to manufacture the t-shirt which means more money in your pocket.

Just remember to think of groups of people who are passionate and proud of that passion
whatever it may be.

THE SECOND STEP

Now that you have a clear grasp on what types of designs sell the best, either use Teespring's
art library they include to create your design or upload your own design that you have
personally made.
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I usually go for the Hanes Tagless Tees which is the default chosen one as you can see on the
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right. Once you're finished playing with your design click the green button 'next step'.
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THE THIRD STEP
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Shown below will be the next page you see which is where you set your sales goal, selling price
of the items, and the different styles you want to include. Now this is important. With the
sales goal, if you don't reach it, then the design will not be manufactured and shipped, you
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won't receive any money, and the purchasers will be refunded their money and notified that
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the design didn't reach it's goal.

So for example, if you set your goal at 50 t-shirts and you sell 49 then the goal by definition
would not have been reached and the 49 people who did purchase the shirts will be refunded
and you won't receive that money. However, if you set the goal at 20 shirts and you sell 49
then you will receive the money for having sold 49 t-shirts and they will be manufactured and
shipped by Teespring.

So my personal advice is to set the goal low maybe around 10-20 shirts to make sure you reach
it and also they do allow you to lower the t-shirt goal one time per campaign as well and you
can do this in the advanced settings area which can be accessed once you're logged in.

So once you set your goal you will be able to choose the different styles you want to include
and the price that you want to sell them at. Personally, I include the Hanes Tagless Tee, and I
add a women's tee so that both genders can purchase one, and I also include a hoodie. For
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both of the t-shirts I make the price $19.99 and for the hoodie I make the price $34.99.
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Once you're finished with this page, just click the green 'next step' button.

THE FOURTH STEP

You should now be on the fourth and final step before your first campaign is live. How
exciting!

Below is a screenshot of what this page should look like and I will explain exactly how you
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should fill it out.

So for the campaign title I typically just type what the text says on the t-shirt. The title isn't too

F

important really as the primary selling point is the design of the t-shirt and matching the
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design to the right demographic of people. So for this example I might put something like:
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Limited Edition “Example” T-shirt!

Then under that is the description. For this you could do some intense sales copy but to be
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honest with you it's just not necessary. Just explaining what they're about to purchase is
enough. Below I have included an example which you can literally swipe and use. Just replace
the notes I have made for you with what you're selling.

Are you a X? (Dallas football fan, proud christian, gun lover, etc.)
Then get this LIMITED EDITION "WHATEVER TEXT IS ON THE T-SHIRT (PROUD TO BE
CHRISTIAN, ETC.)" shirt and wear it proudly!

Normally $29.99, But Today it's $10.00 Off! You can buy it today for only $19.99 and you'll
have this limited edition shirt.

Each shirt is printed on super soft premium material and all sizes available to choose at
checkout.
These shirts are NOT available in stores and we have a very limited stock remaining so
make sure you get yours today!
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Click the green button below to order!
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Trouble ordering? Contact Teespring Customer Support! +1 (855) 833-7774

You can use that exact format for your description, just make sure you replace the two areas
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that need to be replaced.
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So once the description is done you just need to choose the campaign length. With this I
usually go for 7 days. Then choose your URL. Again, this doesn't really matter but you can
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make it something general around your t-shirt design.

And then for shipping options make sure the box is un-ticked for allow buyers to pick-up their
orders from you and check the box stating you have read the TOS and then click the green
button 'launch your campaign'.
It will then save your design and ask you to login via different services or to create a new
account with Teespring. Just create an account and then you're good to go!
So now you have a winning design, you have created your Teespring account, you have your

URL to promote your campaign, and the only thing left to do now is to market your campaign.

MARKETING YOUR CAMPAIGN
So now you have everything set up and you just need to drive targeted traffic to your
campaign. Since you have hopefully chosen a passionate niche and these people love to
purchase t-shirts it's pretty much going to do all of the selling for you and you just need to put
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it in front of the right peoples eyeballs.

I'm going to start out by giving you some of the original methods I used and then finish with
what is in my opinion the best method to use because it's ultra targeted, automated, and
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proven to get large amounts of sales.

So one of the first methods I used while starting out was to think of some places where these

St

people congregate. You want to think, “Hmm, if I was an x, where would I be?” X being
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christian, sports fan, member or family member of the military, etc.

For this example we will use the Christian niche. What you can do is find forums where
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Christians are. Forums are great because these people went out of there way to join a
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community of people and discuss their passion. These are the kind of people we're looking for.

So quite simply, for this example I would type in 'Christian Forums' on Google.
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As you can see, huge is an understatement when describing this niche. Just the first page
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alone is filled with Christian forums each with hundreds of thousands of passionate members
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willing to proudly show their faith on a t-shirt. An important note to make is when you're
posting about these t-shirts like this you want to have the frame of mind that you simply
stumbled upon the t-shirt and you loved it and wanted to show and tell other Christians about
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it. So you're not blatantly advertising it, it's more of the mindset of, hey, look what I found.

And this is just one religion and religion is just one niche. There's Buddhism, Islam,
Hinduism, etc.

The next promotional method I've used is to join related groups on Facebook and post about
the shirt. This is great to do because you know people who join groups are definitely
passionate about whatever niche you're going to be promoting. This is an example of
searching for groups with the keyword 'Christian' in it and it pulled up over 1,000 different
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groups:
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I'm hoping you're beginning to see the potential here. There really is no limit to how much
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money you can make with this.

Yet another promotional method that I've used is to joint venture with fanpage owners who

sk

are not monetizing their users. You would be surprised how many fanpage owners have
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droves of passionate people not being monetized in any way whatsoever.

Simply reach out to these people and you will be delighted by how many openly respond back
to you ready to follow your directions on how to add value to their user base and make money.
That's really the key when messaging these people, you want to make it clear to them that
you're doing nothing more than adding value to their user base. They're going to be posting
things that these people want to purchase anyways.

That's what's great about this, it's not like scammy surveys that people have an adverse
reaction to. When you drive that point home and explain to them what you have in mind they
will have no problems working with you.

This last method is really the one that you want to implement if you want to make some
serious money. It's a little bit more advanced then the other ones in terms of setting it up but
it by far will make you the most money out of the promotional methods I've mentioned so far.
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With this one we're going to be using Facebook PPC. For those not familiar, PPC stands for
Pay-per-click and like the name suggests you will be running an ad on Facebook and you will
be paying per click. The great part is that the ad is ultra-targeted to display to the people who
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you know want to purchase your t-shirt and it's automated. You merely set up the ad and let it
run and make you money.
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You're also going to need a tool that scrapes Facebook user ID's from the graph search. In
plain English, you will be able to type a phrase like the one below into Facebook, and then the
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tool will automatically scrape all of the user ID's that come up from this search, and then you
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will then be able to import the user ID file into Facebook and run your ad directly to those
people. This is way better than the general targeting that Facebook gives you because with this
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these people are ultra-targeted and you will pay way less per click.

This is the example I said I was going to show you earlier when I mentioned the “This
California Girl Loves Dallas Football” shirt:
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As you can see it doesn't really get much more targeted than this. In the graph search I typed
in “Women who live in California and like Dallas Cowboys and checked in at AT&T Stadium”

If you're going to be doing anything in the sports niche, a hot tip is to add the 'checked in at'
and then look up the team's stadium. This will ensure that you get the passionate people you
want because you know these people have actually been to the team's stadium before.

Then with this tool it will automatically scrape all of these people and you will be able to
export the ID's into a file that you can then upload to Facebook and start to display ads to
these people. Without using this tool you may have to pay like 60 cents or so a click but with
this tool since the people are ultra-targeted you will sometimes be able to get the clicks all the
way down to 6-7 cents or even less!

Once you export the user ID's with the tool you then need to create what's called a 'custom
audience' in Facebook and this basically just means you will be uploading the file onto
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Facebook and then you will be able to set up an ad directly targeting these people.

I have seen these tools go for upwards of like $150 but the one I use which works perfectly for
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this is only going for $57 right now and you can get it here:
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http://bit.ly/1jxq7Wj

Also on that page is a video which shows exactly how it works and you will be able to see how
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to get the user ID's file which I'm referring to.
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Assuming you have your user ID file now from using that tool, go ahead and login to
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www.facebook.com and then go to www.facebook.com/ads/manage

Once you're there you need to click audiences in the options to the left:
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Then click the green button 'create audience'.
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Then click the first option 'Data File Custom Audience'. Then you can put a general name,
perhaps something describing the niche and a general description, then where it says 'Data
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Type' make sure you choose 'User ID's' then click on choose file and choose your User ID file
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that you exported from the tool then click 'create audience'

You will then be taken to a page which looks like this:
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Facebook will then take a little bit to process the file. Sometimes it can take up to a few hours
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or longer depending on the file size.

We're going to be running a news feed ad and with these you have to connect a Facebook page.

sk

So create a basic Facebook page around whatever niche of your t-shirt you're promoting. So
for example if I was promoting a Christian t-shirt I may name the Facebook page 'We Are
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Christians' and for the profile photo I may put a cross or something like that.

The rest of the page doesn't need to be messed with really because we're not sending traffic to
the fanpage, we're sending traffic directly to our Teespring shirt. So now that that's finished
we just need to wait for the user ID file to finish uploading. The direct link for that section is
here:
www.facebook.com/ads/manage/audiences.php

Once the file has been uploaded successfully under the column 'Advertise' will be a link saying
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'Create Ad'. Click that and then a page like this will open:
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Click on the option 'Clicks to Website'. Then it will ask you to enter the URL you want to
promote. Simply paste your Teespring link to the shirt you want to promote and then click
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continue. Next you will be taken to a page which looks like this:
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I will now take you step by step through each section and tell you exactly how to fill them out.
Starting at the top with 'upload image' when you input your Teespring link it will usually
automatically add an image in the first box.

Go ahead and click the 'X' which should appear in the top right of that image to remove it
because we're going to be using images which have already been optimized and known to get
clicks.

This is where the templates which I have included with this course come into play. In any
image editing software like Photoshop or www.pixlr.com you can choose any of the templates
which I have included and then you want to put your design on to the t-shirt.
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So as an example, the image should look like this when you're done:

Once finished with your image, simply click 'Upload Image' and upload your image. After that,

de

in the section 'Text and Links' you will see 'Connect Facebook Page' click the down arrow and
simply find your page and click it in order to connect your Facebook page to this ad.

Next we're going to fill out the headline. They only allow 25 characters so we want something
punchy. I usually use something like 'Click Here to Purchase!' then for the section labeled
'Text' you also want something short and punchy so as an example for the Christian t-shirt I
would put something like this 'Limited Edition – Proud to be Christian T-shirts – Only $19.99'

It's good to put the price in your ad text because it will filter out most of the people who are
just clicking to click not realizing it's a sale or not realizing the price.

Then for the call to action section I usually add the 'Shop Now' button. Then right under that
click 'Show Advanced Options' and under the section 'News Feed Link Description' I usually
put something like this 'Click Here to Buy – Only $19.99 – Limited Supplies Only.'

Then in the section 'Ad Preview and Placements' you want to click remove on 'Mobile News
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The image below shows what I'm talking about:
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Feed' and 'Right Column' so that our ad only displays to people on their desktop's news feed.
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Next, you want to scroll down and under the section entitled 'Age' you want to make 18 to
unlimited because this will ensure only people who can actually purchase things online will
see our ad.

Then, you want to scroll all the way down and under budget you want to set it at $5 a day and
under that click 'Show Advanced Options' and you want to 'Bid for Clicks' and make sure it's
the option 'Automatically optimize your bid to get more clicks'.

Everything else should be good, then simply click 'Place Order'. After that Facebook will
review the ad and go through the approval process which should take no longer than a few
hours but usually way less than that and then your ad will be live and will start being shown to
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all of the ultra-targeted people that we scraped for earlier.

Now, with Facebook PPC marketing you want to be constantly testing and optimizing your ad.
Generally speaking you want your news feed ad to have a CTR which stands for click-through
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rate of around 4-6%. The CTR percentage is based on how many people see your ad and how
many people clicked. The higher the CTR the lower your cost per click will be. This is why you
want to display your ad to ultra-targeted people so that a way higher percentage of them click
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and decide to buy as opposed to running your ad to a very broad audience.
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With Facebook PPC marketing, the major things which influence how much you pay per click
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is the audience you're marketing to (which should be very optimized with our handy tool that
we use), and the ad's image. Out of everything which influences the CTR of an ad in terms of
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the ads text, headline, etc. The ad's image is definitely the most important. So if you have a
low CTR on an ad you want to pause that ad and then run a new ad with the image slightly
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tweaked. Basically you want your images to pop so that people scrolling through their news
feed will stop and view your t-shirt ad.

There's a lot to Facebook PPC marketing and it would be very hard to cover everything in this
course but those are the basic moving pieces that you need to be familiar with.

However, I definitely suggest doing further research into Facebook PPC marketing if you

really want to make a lot of money using this promotional method and thankfully there are a
lot of really great people out there who have put out so much free value showing you step by
step how to do Facebook PPC marketing. Just spend a little bit of time each day researching it
and you will gain more and more awareness on this subject and become intimately familiar
with it.

Also, granted these are great methods to promote your t-shirts but these are only a couple.
The opportunities are really endless when it comes to this and I'm sure you can think of many
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more ways to promote these t-shirts if you haven't already.

This brings us to the end of this course and I genuinely hope you enjoyed everything I shared
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with you as I really do feel everyone should live a life of abundance and that you deserve
success.
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Lastly, make sure you keep posted because this is only my first course and I plan to do more
like this in the future where I will be sharing even more unique ways like this to generate
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income online.
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If you enjoyed reading this and learned at least one or two things new please leave a vouch on
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my thread. Thanks and take care!

